The Smartsheet
for Students Plan
Institutions are under intense pressure to provide solutions conducive to virtual learning and work.
Smartsheet, the platform for dynamic work, offers the Smartsheet for Students Plan to empower
educators and staff at colleges, universities, and technical schools to request free licenses for their
students. This allows instructors to incorporate Smartsheet into their curriculum and enables students to
utilize the functionality both in and out of the classroom.

Built to empower students to do their best work
Only Smartsheet gives you and your students the building blocks to drive achievement, no matter the
scale of your ambition. Our flexible, no-code platform empowers any user to easily design a solution that
meets their unique needs — and adapt as needs evolve.

Succeed inside and outside
of the classroom
Whether attending class in a virtual
or in-person setting, students can use
Smartsheet to analyze data, manage
coursework, and communicate clearly
with classmates and professors.

Set up automatic status updates and task due
date reminders to help students manage their
personal, recreational, and academic life —
from classwork to student-led
campus organizations.

Jump-start productivity

Collaborate and
organize projects
Students can easily collaborate with
classmates on projects and keep track of
what’s due next. Help them plan strategy,
timelines, and organize group efforts
while improving visibility into what needs
to get done.
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Manage student life

With the intuitive Smartsheet interface, our
growing library of pre-built templates, and
deep integrations with student favorites
mean, students get up to speed and work
quickly, without outside help.
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What’s included
Gain free access to all Smartsheet
Enterprise Plan capabilities for students,
which include unlimited sheets,
easy group management, live data
visualization with dashboards and charts,
a customizable user experience, and
much more.

You’ll also gain access to the Center of
Excellence, our self-guided virtual training
library, so you can manage onboarding and
training at your own pace.

On-demand training
Develop and enhance the skills you and your students need — and become Smartsheet Product Certified
— with the Smartsheet Center of Excellence, our on-demand, virtual training library.
With the Smartsheet for Students Plan you’ll be able to:

Learn at your own pace with
e-Academy
 uild your skills with our online education
B
course, which provides a combination of
video tutorials and hands-on exercises.

Continue your education
Keep learning with exclusive access to our
full library of training videos.

Become Product Certified
Demonstrate your Smartsheet competency by
getting Smartsheet Product Certified.

Earn PDUs
Smartsheet is approved by the Project
Management Institute (PMI®) as a Registered
Education Provider. You can earn credits
through completion of the e-Academy or the
Project Management Fundamentals courses
within the Center of Excellence.

Let Smartsheet help you prepare for tomorrow.
Learn more about the Smartsheet for Students Plan at www.smartsheet.com/student.
For more information about Smartsheet solutions for higher education, visit
www.smartsheet.com/education.
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